
Ham Dingle Design and Technology Map

R Year 1

Year 2

Use and 

explore a 

variety of tools, 

materials and 

techniques

Food and 

nutrition

Block A

Moving vehicle 

(measure 

materials-cm-

and join to 

strengthen)

Textiles

Block A

Bunting 

(sewing the 

fold using a 

basic running 

stitch)

Food and 

nutrition

Block A

Making dips and 

dippers (measure, 

assemble or cook 

ingredients)

Construction

Block A

Houses and 

Homes (cutting, 

shaping and 

joining 

techniques)

Textiles

Block A

Fruit kebabs (cut, 

peel and grate 

ingredients)

Good health, 

physical 

exercise and 

a healthy diet

Block A

Flag (cutting 

fabrics using 

template and 

joining together 

using fabric glue)

Mechanisms 

and 

structures

Block B

Explore levers 

and sliders to 

make a moving 

storybook 

(Kapow)

Block B

Explore different 

ways to join 

fabrics together to 

create a puppet 

(Kapow)

Food and 

nutrition

Block B

Identify fruits and 

vegetables then 

apply to design 

and make a 

smoothie

(Kapow)

Mechanisms 

and 

structures

Block B

Design and make a 

purse or wallet using 

running stitch to join 

two pieces of fabric 

together

(Kapow)

Block B

Explore and evaluate 

a range of structural 

properties then 

design, make and test 

a chair (Kapow)

Block B

Explore what makes a 

balanced diet and 

taste test different 

food groups before 

designing and making 

a wrap

(Kapow)



Design and Technology Map

Block A

Money containers (need for 

seam allowance and 

appropriate techniques to 

decorate)

Year 4

Block A

Scones (measure 

to the nearest 

gram and 

assemble or 

cook ingredients)

Textiles

Mechanisms 

and 

structures

Bloke A

Making kites (cut 

materials 

accurately and 

select appropriate 

joining techniques)

Textiles

Block A

Hand puppets 

(join fabric 

together by 

choosing an 

appropriate stich-

running, blanket)
Food and 

nutrition

Block A

Pizza design and 

making (follow a 

recipe and weigh 

ingredients using 

scalesMechanisms,

structures 

and electrical 

systems

Block A

Moving 

mechanisms 

using levers and 

linkages (meas

ure and mark to 

the millimetre)

Block B

Examine pneumatic 

systems and create 

a pneumatic toy

(Kapow)

Block B

Design and create 

a cushions using 

cross stitch and 

applique

(Kapow)

Block B

Learn about 

seasonality and 

make a crumble 

and/or tart using 

seasonal 

ingredients

(Kapow)

Block B

Use a range of 

materials to 

design a 

landscape 

and Pavilion 

(Kapow)

Block B

Research fabric fastenings 

and use in book sleeve 

design

(Kapow)

Food and 

nutrition

Block B

Adapt and 

create a recipe 

to fit to a design 

brief 

(Kapow)

Year 3



Design and Technology Map

Block A

Moving toys using 

cams (use a range 

of practical skills 

and refine 

materials)

Textiles

Block A

Cushions (use 

a prototype to 

create visual 

and tactile 

effects in the 

decoration)

Block A

Biscuit making 

(consumer research 

and profitability, 

measure and 

calculate ratios)

Year 5

Block A

Making alarms 

using electricity 

(innovative 

combinations and 

creation of parallel 

and series circuits)

Block A 

Mobile phone case 

(combination of 

sewing techniques-

back, running to add 

decoration)

Block A

Bread making

(create and refine 

recipes using a range 

of baking and 

cooking techniques)

Year 6

Textiles

Food and 

nutrition

Mechanisms, 
structures and 

electrical 
systems

Block B
Bridges

Structures, forces and 
components in bridge 

building. Make and 

test destruction

(Kapow)

Block B

Design and make 

Stuffed toys using 

blanket stitch

(Kapow)

Food and 

nutrition

Block B

Adapt Bolognese 

recipe. Learn about 

ethical and hygienic 

food issues

(Kapow)

Mechanisms,
structures an

d electrical 
systems

Block B

Create 

electromatic toys 

and complex 

circuits
-steady hand games)

(Kapow)

Block B

Measure, cut and 

assemble fabric to 

create waistcoats 

(Kapow)

Block B

Research and 

prepare 3 course 

meal - Come dine 

with me

(Kapow))


